Lowbrow Customs Introduces Shotgun Exhaust Pipes for Harley-Davidson Sportsters

The modern, youthful Harley-Davidson enthusiast wants to marry style with performance, all while eschewing mainstream style. Lowbrow Customs continues to provide a valuable service to these moto-minded individuals.

Brunswick, Ohio (PRWEB) March 11, 2016 -- Lowbrow Customs has been providing unique individuals with the knowledge and motorcycle parts to make their dreams a reality for over a decade, and Shotgun Exhaust Pipes for 1986 - 2016 Harley-Davidson Sportsters are the latest addition to the vast array of parts and accessories they have available.

Whether giving you added ground clearance on a scrambler or tracker, or just for high-and-tight style on a rigid or stock Sportster, Shotgun Exhaust Pipes make quick work of improving your motorcycle's look and sound.

Quick and E-Z bolt-on install with the included heavy-duty mounting brackets and hardware. Shotgun Pipes are also compatible with Lowbrow Customs cast aluminum heat shields for added style and function.

Disclaimer: Not legal for sale or use in California.
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